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“I cannot see you.”  
 
It’s a tired joke, but one that many dark-skinned minorities in Singapore have 
encountered throughout their lives.  
 
In this dialogue session, we use this joke as a launching point to examine how 
Singapore’s theatre community has dealt with issues of racial presence and visibility 
across the years.  
  
Is it enough for us to practise colour-blind casting, or should we create roles specifically 
for minorities? Should we move from practices that are racially diverse and inclusive 
towards those that are more actively anti-racist? And can we use performances to 
invent a new lens to look at race, and a new language to talk about race?  
 
At a time when critical conversations about race and representation have been ignited 
all over the world, join playwrights Pooja Nansi, Vithya Subramaniam and Joel Tan in 
this timely and thought-provoking discussion with WILD RICE’s Resident Playwright 
Alfian Sa’at. 
 

 
PANELLISTS 
 

 

POOJA NANSI 
 
Pooja is the author of two collections of poetry. 
Her key performance work includes her one-
woman show, You Are Here, which explores 
issues of migration through personal family 
histories. She also wrote and performed Thick 
Beats for Good Girls with Checkpoint Theatre, 
which opened in April 2018 and explored the 
intersections between feminism, identity and 
hip-hop. She was a recipient of the Young Artist 
Award in 2016. She is also the co-founder of 
Other Tongues, a literary festival of minority 
voices. She teaches creative writing at Nanyang 
Technological University and is the current 
festival director of the Singapore Writers 
Festival. 

 



 
 

VITHYA SUBRAMANIAM 
 
Vithya is a first-year DPhil Anthropology student 
at the University of Oxford, and a member of 
Brown Voices – a Singapore Indian playwriting 
collective. Vithya thinks of the ethnological 
method favoured in her field, and playwriting, as 
much the same: both modes of storytelling 
“make the strange familiar and the familiar 
strange” (Horace Miner, 1956). Having written 
Sikhs of Serangoon (2016), Coffee Maker 
(2019), and a bunch of academic papers. Vithya 
is still thinking about her 'familiar stranger' (c.f. 
Stuart Hall, 2017) – ‘Singaporean Indianness’ – 
its everyday things and places, its hidden and 
silenced archives, and its overt and unseen 
gestures. 

 

 
 

JOEL TAN 
 
Joel is a playwright and performer working 
between Singapore and London. His work has 
been produced by Checkpoint Theatre, WILD 
RICE and Pangdemonium, and include Tango, 
Mosaic, Family Outing and The Way We Go. 
His play collection, Joel Tan Plays Volume 1, 
was published by Checkpoint Theatre, where 
he is an Associate Artist. In the UK, Joel is part 
of Theatre 503's residency scheme and The 
Royal Court's writers group. He is also an 
associate artist with the London-based Chinese 
Arts Now Festival. His interdisciplinary projects 
include You Are Here with poet-performer 
Pooja Nansi and The Nature Museum with 
visual artist Robert Zhao. 

 

 

ALFIAN SA’AT 
 
Alfian is the Resident Playwright of WILD RICE. 
His published works include three collections of 
poetry: One Fierce Hour, A History of Amnesia 
and The Invisible Manuscript; a collection of 
short stories, Corridor; a collection of flash 
fiction, Malay Sketches; and three collections of 
plays as well as the published play, Cooling Off 
Day. In 2001, Alfian won the Golden Point 
Award for Poetry as well as the National Arts 
Council Young Artist Award for Literature. 
Some of his works that examine systemic 
racism and the colonial history of race include 

GRC (2015) and Merdeka/獨立 /சுதந்திரம் 

(2019). 

 


